
DARC GLASS
DYNAMIC ANGLE REGULATING  
COMPOSITE GLASS

Enabling the vision of tomorrow through display emission management.

Incom’s DARC Glass uses a high optical density matrix to control display emission intensity and directionality. Within the 
specified viewing angle, a bright, clear image is displayed; while outside the viewing angle, the image is completely black.  
Incom manufactures a highly customizable technology that controls visibility, privacy, and reflections of LCD displays. DARC 
Glass—with its high tolerance and robust nature—can be embedded behind the display for a much sharper and cleaner 
look. This technology allows for innovative displays to maintain strict cockpit and cabin requirements.

FEATURES
ÂÂ Customizable viewing angles  

and direction 
ÂÂ Made-to-order geometries 
ÂÂ High transmission within viewing angle 
ÂÂ Drastic drop-off outside viewing angle 
ÂÂ Improves contrast by absorbing  

ambient light

APPLICATIONS
ÂÂ Automotive instrument clusters
ÂÂ Center consoles 
ÂÂ Entertainment and passenger displays 
ÂÂ Cockpit displays
ÂÂ Information kiosks
ÂÂ Casino gaming
ÂÂ In-flight passenger displays

APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF DARC GLASS
AUTOMOTIVE ENTERTAINMENT PASSENGER DISPLAY

VISIBILITY WITHIN 
VIEWING CONE

VISIBILITY OUTSIDE 
VIEWING CONE
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DARC GLASS: DIRECTED 

This advanced type of DARC Glass may 
be necessary in applications utilizing very 
wide/tall displays and requiring a narrow 
viewing cone. In this situation, DARC Glass: 
Normal may restrict the viewer from seeing 
the entire display because they could be 
outside the viewing cone at the far ends 
of the display. DARC Glass: Directed solves 
this issue with enhanced control. An 
advanced manufacturing process is used to 
achieve non-uniform viewing cones across 
the surface of the glass. In other words, 
the viewing cone for every point on the 
glass is angled and directed to a defined 
viewing point. The location and size of 
the viewing area is fully customizable.

TWO TYPES OF DARC GLASS

DARC GLASS: NORMAL 

With this type of DARC Glass, 
the viewing cone is defined by 
a specified viewing angle and is 
uniform across the entire surface 
of the glass. The viewing angle is 
fully customizable and the viewing 
cone can be angled in any direction 
relative to the surface of the glass.

VIEWING ANGLE
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